A monolithic glass chip for active single-cell sorting based on mechanical phenotyping†
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The mechanical properties of biological cells have long been considered as inherent markers of biological function and disease. However, the screening and active sorting of heterogeneous populations based on serial single-cell mechanical measurements has not been demonstrated. Here we present a novel monolithic glass chip for combined fluorescence detection and mechanical phenotyping using an optical stretcher. A new design and manufacturing process, involving the bonding of two asymmetrically etched glass plates, combines exact optical fiber alignment, low laser damage threshold and high imaging quality with the possibility of several microfluidic inlet and outlet channels. We show the utility of such a custom-built optical stretcher glass chip by measuring and sorting single cells in a heterogeneous population based on their different mechanical properties and verify sorting accuracy by simultaneous fluorescence detection. This offers new possibilities of exact characterization and sorting of small populations based on rheological properties for biological and biomedical applications.

1. Introduction

Traditionally, interest in the functioning of biological cells has mainly been focused on molecular cell biology. In recent years however, the research focus has increasingly expanded to include biophysical and biomechanical properties of cells. It has been shown that cell mechanics is a sensitive marker to detect functional changes in cells, not only during pathological alterations such as cancer1–4 and metastasis,5 but also during physiological cellular processes such as differentiation,6,7 proliferation8 and motility.9

How, then, are mechanical properties measured? There is a variety of experimental possibilities covering a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. Localized stress responses of single cells can be probed using magnetic bead rheometry10,11 or atomic force microscopy.12,13 However, these methods have a low throughput and can only be used on adherent cells. A more global mechanical response of single cells can be measured by optical tweezers14 or microplate manipulation,15 however once again only with a low throughput. On the other end of the temporal spectrum, suspended cells can be rapidly measured by high-throughput methods such as hydrodynamic stretching16,17 or high-frequency modulated viscoelasticity measurements by optical deformation.18 However, with these latter techniques, where mechanics is determined explicitly for each cell, no sorting into mechanical subpopulations has been shown.

Obviously, in heterogeneous cell populations, depending on their type or state, different sub-populations will have different characteristic properties, and the question of how to separate these populations comes to mind. Ideally, this is done without the use of additional markers such as fluorescent tracers or magnetic beads, as they might affect cell behavior. There are a flurry of microfluidic approaches in recent years that can sort cells even at a very high throughput. These include sorting by deterministic lateral displacement,19 inertial microfluidics,20 cell compression in ridges21 or ratcheted-based microfluidic systems.22 However, these are all passive. Sorting depends on flow geometries which have to be chosen a priori for a certain flow speed and a certain cell property (size and stiffness). They do not offer the possibilities of changing sorting boundaries during an experiment or reusing the same device for different experimental conditions.

To overcome these limitations, the microfluidic optical stretcher (MOS), a dual laser beam trap-based tool that is able to trap cells from a microfluidic flow channel and deform them with optical forces, offers a solution, since it combines several advantageous aspects. The MOS allows cells naturally occurring in the suspension to be measured and
allows a reasonably high throughput of around 100 cells h⁻¹, while retaining the capability of detailed viscoelastic measurements. The MOS can measure cell mechanics over a broad optical force and time range, allowing for simultaneous measurement of parameters such as short time elastic responses, long-term creep compliance, or cortical tension. The non-contact measurement and the microfluidic system open up the possibility of recovery and reuse of cells after measurement. If needed, the setup can easily be upgraded with additional features such as fluorescence microscopy, spectroscopy, or refractive index measurement. Cells that have been measured in the MOS include red blood cells, white blood cells, embryonic stem cells, fibroblasts and cancer cells. Recently, it was shown that certain cells can be distinguished among different heterogeneous cell populations, based on a variety of viscoelastic parameters. However, it has not yet been possible to separate these characterized populations.

We propose a novel version of the microfluidic optical stretcher based on a design which makes it more simple to set up and handle via the fabrication of an integrated optofluidic chip, consisting of two asymmetrically etched glass pieces that are then permanently bonded. Optimal cell trapping is ensured by plug-and-play like optical fiber insertion, using a three-point alignment technique. The thin and optically flat bottom of the assembled chip allows for high-resolution imaging. In this paper, we report the fabrication and use of this chip, as well as its application for optical sorting of treated cells based solely on viscoelastic properties, confirmed by fluorescence detection.

2. Design principle

Before successfully fabricating a new microfluidic optical stretcher, taking the time to consider design aspects is paramount. These aspects can be broadly categorized into three points: optical manipulation of cells, their observation, and chip-to-world connection and fluidics. Manipulation aspects are those that involve the fundamental principle of the optical stretcher: the trapping and deformation of cells with counterpropagating laser beams. The laser needs to be delivered by a waveguide with a Gaussian beam profile, and the beam path from fiber to cell should be such that the beam profile is not significantly deteriorated, which reflects directly on trapping efficiency. These laser beams need to be aligned on an axis and the height of the axis should be well-adjusted with respect to the microfluidic channel in order to manipulate as many cells as possible. Also, the fabrication material of the chip should offer a high laser damage threshold to ensure a long lifetime.

Concerning the observation of measurements, there needs to be optical access to the manipulation region. For high quality measurements, the surface of the microfluidic channel where cells are handled should be as smooth as possible and optically transparent. Chip-to-world connection in its simplest form involves the introduction and extraction of cells via microfluidic connectors and the delivery of the cells to the manipulation region via a microfluidic channel, with a controlled flow. Here it takes the form of a more complex microfluidic design which can be used for sorting cells after measurement. It can also offer other functionalities such as influx of additional reagents for studying the immediate mechanical response of cells. At the same time, cleaved optical fibers have to be brought sufficiently close to the manipulation region inside the chip. In general, the design should be simple to manufacture, use and maintain.

Optical manipulation

In previous published versions of the MOS, the fundamental requirements concerning optical manipulation were met with varying success. The current state-of-the-art MOS consists of a square glass capillary with microfluidic connectors and perpendicularly aligned optical fibers on an SU-8 structured surface and fulfills all requirements. Another version is a microstructured PDMS chip with integrated fiber channels. However, the height of the laser beam axis cannot be adjusted with respect to the flow channel, so many cells flow underneath the beams and cannot be trapped. Another approach to this problem is building a microstructured glass chip with femtosecond laser micromachining. Instead of using optical fibers, waveguides are written in bulk glass by the laser at the correct height. However, this process slightly deteriorates beam quality. Although very flexible, this method requires highly specialized equipment for production, a significant cost factor. We decided to use more standard manufacturing processes, by wet etching in bulk glass, for our fabrication.

One way to do this is to etch flow and fiber channels into one glass piece and cover it with a thin cover slip (Fig. 1a, b). Unfortunately, this does not circumvent the problem that also occurred within the PDMS chip: cells passing beneath the beam axis. Also, the rounded flow channel walls refract the laser beam which reduces the trapping efficiency. It is thus necessary to lower the beam axis with respect to the flow channel. This can be achieved by etching identical and symmetrical channels into two pieces of glass and bonding them (Fig. 1c, d). In this case, the curvature of the channel wall at the point of intersection with the laser beams is much lower. However, it is not possible to align the two glass halves in such a way that there is no offset at exactly the height of the laser axis. This significantly distorts the laser beam profile due to the one-sided phase retardation. We overcame this problem by using two asymmetrically etched glass pieces (Fig. 1e). The upper side contains both the larger part of the optical fiber and the entire flow channel. This way, it is ensured that the beam axis does not intersect with the interface of the glass pieces. By careful choice of the chip layout it is possible to create a design with the dimensions in a similar range as the previously used optical stretcher designs, such as a flow channel with a diameter in the 100 μm range, the distance between the two optical fibers not exceeding a few hundred μm, since stretching efficiency decreases with increasing distance. The most relevant parameter is the height.
between the trapping location and the bottom of the channel. If the optical trap is placed too high, cells flowing beneath it will not feel enough optical force to be trapped, and if it is placed too low, reflections from the bottom of the channel will cause interference in the trapping field, reducing trapping efficiency and forces.

Once the fibers are in place, the beam path has to be considered. Stretching efficiency is related to the beam width, shape, and laser intensity that the cell encounters in the trap. The complex geometries and material changes that the laser beam encounters after exiting the optical fiber make more detailed consideration necessary. We used FTFD simulations to calculate the optimal geometries (cf. Experimental section).

Furthermore, it is necessary to align the optical fibers exactly along the same axis to ensure stable trapping and symmetric distribution of stresses. In the single capillary setup, this was solved by microstructuring SU-8 channels that held fibers in place and applying pressure from the top. In the PDMS chip the fiber channels had no clearance in their respective channels, so fibers were automatically aligned. In the laser-micromachined chip, waveguides were written in one process and thus along one axis. However, when bonding two glass halves together, imperfect bonding can lead to misalignment, making it impossible to introduce the fibers into the chip. The solution to this problem is achieved by using a 3-point alignment strategy (Fig. 1f, g) to secure the fibers in place, with the roof of the upper channel and the corners of the edge of the bottom channel providing the contact points. In order to reduce the effect of lateral misalignment, the mask used for etching the upper channel is wider than the lower, which gives the top of the upper channel a flat profile. This allows the two glass plates to be laterally misaligned by up to 10 μm without affecting the 3-point alignment and ensures that both fibers are still co-aligned (see the ESI† Fig. S3).

**Observation of cells**

The preferred bulk material affects the chip both in terms of resistance to high laser power, as well as imaging quality at the trapping region. The materials in the optical stretcher need to be transparent for both infrared lasers and visible light for imaging. PDMS, a clear silicon-based organic polymer, is widely used as a material for microstructuring. However, in combination with the high laser intensity, contaminations in the PDMS chip can start to burn, leading to rapid degradation of the chip. Bulk glass does not have these contaminations and can resist the high laser powers needed.

With respect to image quality, only distortion-free imaging allows even small cell elongations to be detected, and also offers the possibility of using fluorescence or spectroscopic analysis. One previous version of the optical stretcher written in a monolithic glass chip by femtosecond laser micromachining had the problem that the fluidic channel fabrication process led to a rough bottom surface, distorting the imaging. We counteracted the problem by only etching the fluidic channel into the bulk side of the glass and lowering the fiber channels accordingly. This way, the thin glass slide acts as the polished bottom of the fluidic channel, avoiding the negative effects of distortion.

**Chip-to-world connections**

Previous versions of the MOS only involved flowing a cell to and from the manipulation region along a single channel. Usually, standard microfluidic connectors were connected. In this case, it is not possible to have more than one microfluidic channel. Creating more complex channel geometries, such as multiple flow inlets and outlets, or multiple fiber channels, greatly extends the functionality of the optical stretcher. This can only be done by microstructuring, as was done in PDMS or in glass, by femtolaser micromachining or by wet etching. Two unconnected channel geometries are included in the system: fluidics and optics. The fluidic geometry deals with the transport of cells. To ensure leakage free connection of tubing to the chip, we used an 8-way linear connector (see Fig. 2a) that was tightly pressed to the chip side. The optical-gel channels can be also accessed from the connector.

Laminar flow is used to bring cells into the trap. To be able to control the flow speed exactly is necessary since during measurement of the cell, the flow is set to zero. Any flow could lead to rotation of the cell and thus to distortion of the
measurement. To ensure laminar flow, the geometries and flow speeds have to be in a low Reynolds regime, and to accurately control the flow within the novel device, differential pressure was applied across the input and output channels. By measuring the fluid flow rate in and out of the chip through various combinations of channels, it is possible to determine the flow resistance of all the internal parts of the chip allowing control of the flow rate in any chosen part of the chip. By controlling the flow out of the chip it is possible to sort the cells into the three different outlets based on any measurable properties (see Fig. 2e). In this case however, we chose not to use this function for our experiments since the sorting region was placed too far away from the trapping region, making it hard to ensure that the correct cell flows into its corresponding channel. Instead, after measurement we use a laser beam from one side to push the cell into streamlines at the trapping area. This takes longer and decreases throughput, but the laminar flow regime ensures that the cell flows into the correct sorting channel. Finally, chip and fluidic connections are held in a custom-designed aluminum frame, making this chip a simple and easy to handle optofluidic add-on for any microscope stage.

3. Experimental

3.1. Simulations

To investigate the consequences of the curved surfaces and different fiber channel heights, we ran FDTD simulations using the software package Meep to model the propagation of light through various possible designs of the chip (see the ESI† Fig. S1). The curved walls refract the light while the height of the fiber axis above the bottom of the channel determines if there are reflections on the channel bottom or top surface. By etching the fiber channels into both pieces of glass it is possible to alter the position of the trap, while keeping the fiber channel at a constant height. The trap height above the bottom is chosen by etching the two sides of the fiber channels to different depths, and adding up to the diameter of a standard optical fiber, 125 μm (see the ESI† Fig. S2). The final design consists of a top channel of 86 μm and a bottom channel of 40 μm. This places the trap 27 μm above the floor of the microfluidic channel. Such a design places the fibers 193 μm from the center of the microfluidic channel and results in the trap being 28 μm wide, leaving the edge of the trap 13 μm above the floor, which minimizes its interference effects.

3.2. Cell culture

HL60/S4 myeloid precursor cells were chosen as the model cells for this study, because they naturally grow in the suspension, which means they are measured in their physiological environment in a microfluidic optical stretcher. The cells were incubated at 37 °C with a 5% carbon dioxide level. All optical stretching experiments were performed within 2 h after the cells were taken out of the incubator. For fluorescence, cells were stained with Hoechst 33258 nuclear stain (Sigma-Aldrich, 861405) according to the standard protocol. To increase the deformability of the cells, they were treated with 0.2 μM cytoskeletal drug cytochalasin D (Sigma-Aldrich, C2618) and incubated for 15 minutes at 37 °C. Subsequently, in both
cases, cell solutions were removed by centrifugation and cells were resuspended in RPMI 1640 medium.

3.3. Microscopy and experimental setup

The principle and set-up of the microfluidic optical stretcher have been described extensively elsewhere. The microfluidic chip was fabricated by Dolomite Microfluidics (Royston, UK) according to the design specified above and mounted on an inverted phase contrast microscope (Axio Observer, Carl Zeiss GmbH, Jena, Germany) with a CCD camera. The laser used was a 1060 nm Stretcherlaser Yb-2×33 V 2.0 (Fibotec Fiberoptics GmbH, Meiningen, Germany). After insertion of the optical fibers, the support channels were filled with an index-matching gel (G608N, Thorlabs, Dachau, Germany). Fluidic flow was controlled with a Fluigent MCF5 pressure pump (Fluigent, Villejuif, France). The power used for trapping was 0.2 W per fiber, and during stretch 1.2 W per fiber was applied. The microfluidic channel and all connected tubing were filled with phosphate buffered saline. Cells were injected via a 4-way port and care was taken to keep the system air bubble free. Flow speed could be remote-controlled via the microfluidic pressure pump. Every single cell flowed to the trap region, the flow was set to zero, and the cell was trapped by turning on the lasers to trapping power. After waiting until the cell had aligned itself along its major axis and in the center of the channel, the stretching phase was activated. The cell was held at trapping power for two seconds, and then a power rise in step form was applied for two seconds. During another second after the stretch, the cell relaxed at trapping power. During the pre-experiments, the cell was then released by turning off the laser power. During the sorting experiment, power was turned off only on one side for 10 seconds, after which the cell was released. After cell injection, we measured for 30 minutes each batch, allowing 30–50 cells to be measured per experiment. We repeated the experiments three times for each group of cells, leading to a total of around 100 cells per group. We measured the average refractive index of cells of each type using a digital holographic microscope, which showed that there was no significant difference in the refractive index (untreated cells = 1.379 ± 0.0036, cytochalasin D-treated cells = 1.380 ± 0.0056).

Viability tests were performed using the vital stain trypan blue (see the ESI† Fig. S5). While live cells exclude the dye, dead, membrane-compromised and otherwise non-functional cells will allow the dye to permeate the cellular membrane, which is visible under a microscope by a distinct blue tinge inside the cell. Our tests showed that stretched cells were not detectably damaged, which means that cellular viability is not affected by optical stretching.

3.4. Mechanical analysis and sorting

Custom written LABVIEW software was used to control the laser, flow and camera. Edge detection analysis as described by Lincoln et al. was performed in real-time. Data for the major axis length $a(t)$ were stored for every time-frame, while $a_0$ was calculated as the mean length of the major axis during the initial trapping period. The time-varying axial strain

$$\varepsilon(t) = \frac{a(t) - a_0}{a_0},$$

as depicted in Fig. 2d, was then evaluated accordingly. The program then calculated the median of the strain values during the final second of the stretch, $\varepsilon_{med}$. Normalizing the strain by the global geometric factor $GGF$, the product of the applied optical stress $\sigma_0$ and a geometric factor $F_G$ leads to the compliance, a material property of the cell quantifying its deformability.

$$J_{med} = \frac{\varepsilon_{med}}{\sigma_0 \cdot F_G}$$

The optical stress depends on the geometries of the chip, while the geometric factor takes the size of the cell into account. Calculations with generalized Lorenz–Mie theory revealed an average GGF of 0.92. The area of the cell was calculated for each time-frame by triangulation from the center of mass of the cell to two neighboring radial edge points, determined by the program. During the sorting phase, after measurement, the program compared the median compliance value of the cell with a user-defined cut-off value and used a single laser beam to push it to the left or right channel side depending on whether the measured value is larger or smaller than the cut-off.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Microfluidics and sorting

We developed a microfluidic glass chip consisting of three distinct regions (Fig. 2a inset). The first region consists of three inlet channels which merge into a single channel (Fig. 2b). Measurement and analysis of cells take place in this channel (Fig. 2c and d), the second region, where optical fibers orthogonally inserted from the side into separate channels irradiate the cells. This central channel then splits into a three-channel outlet again, where cells are sorted (Fig. 2e), the third region. To accurately control flow within the device, differential pressure was applied across the input and output channels. More detailed design parameters can be found in the experimental section.

At the inlet region, the laminar flow regime allows different fluids to flow in from the side channels without mixing (Fig. 2b). The cells coming in through the middle channel then proceed down the single channel to the measurement region, enveloped by a sheath stream from the side channels. By turning on the laser when a cell is positioned between the two fibers, the cell is trapped in the optical trap (Fig. 2c). Cells can be trapped with as little as 200 mW laser power per fiber. By increasing the laser power, the forces acting on the surface of the cell become large enough to measurably deform cells (Fig. 2d). Although the laser beam passes through a curved channel wall, this is not a problem, since the curvature...
near the bottom is still low. In this case, the slight refraction is even beneficial since backcoupling into the opposite fiber is avoided (see the ESI† Fig. S1). As a demonstration of the stretching capabilities of the chip, HL60 cells were tested in the chip. HL60 cells were chosen as they are naturally in the suspension, are ideally suited to the optical stretcher and have previously been well characterized in the optical stretcher.6 Also in this new chip, stretching gives rise to characteristic deformation curves (Fig. 2d).

In order to have a choice in fiber-to-cell distances and not be constrained by eventual manufacturing inaccuracies, we placed a range of fiber channels with different fiber end-to-end distances on the channel. We also added two support channels along the side of the microfluidic channel which run perpendicular to the fiber channels. These can be filled with an index matching gel or oil. By matching the refractive index of the otherwise air-filled space between the cleaved fiber end and the hemispherical glass wall of the fluidic channel, re- and deflections of the laser beam are reduced. An added benefit is that the channels allow dust and debris, leftovers from the chip manufacturing or fiber insertion process, to be rinsed away from the core area of the fiber where they can influence the quality of the trap by distorting the beam or even burning. Also, air bubbles in front of the fiber interface can be flushed away. One could also envision optical fibers to be permanently attached to the chip by flowing optical adhesive through the channel and then curing it to firmly secure the fibers in place.

We also added an additional feature that gives users the possibility to easily remove and exchange optical fibers. In the capillary setup,32 exchange of optical fibers was not possible. In the PDMS device,34 it was possible, but due to the soft and sticky material insertion of a glass fiber was tedious and tended to scrape off material which would then contaminate the beam path. In femtosecond chips,35 the fibers have to be placed outside of the chip and their position iteratively optimized for ideal light coupling of fiber to waveguide. They then have to be glued tight. Here, we extended the bottom glass half and fiber grooves of the chip slightly (see the ESI† Fig. S4). Any fiber of the right size can just be placed on the groove and slid forward until it sits tight. There is no contamination from scrape-off or the necessity of attaching fibers permanently. This makes the reuse of the chip for other wavelengths simple, as well as making it safe for transport.

Since the three-way sorting location is quite removed from the trap location and cannot be imaged at the same time, we chose to sort using the trap as a one-sided laser sorter directly at the trap.43 The laminar flow conditions ensure that cells sorted at this location stay on the chosen channel side and the splitting of the streamlines at the junction advects the cell flow into its corresponding channel without any further intervention.

The novel chip presented here has several advantageous aspects over previous microfluidic optical stretcher setups.32,34,36 One is the possibility of using more complex channel geometries. Moreover, low fiber contamination and chip degradation allow for a long lifetime. Low roughness of surfaces permits good imaging, while simple insertion and alignment of optical fibers increases the ease of use. In order to demonstrate its practical use, we proceeded to sort cells in a mixed population by their mechanical phenotype.

Fig. 3 Compliance distinguishes cell populations. (a) Compliance distribution shows that cytochalasin-D treated cells (white) tend to be more compliant than untreated ones (black). Side histogram shows that populations do not seem to differ much in size. Top histogram shows that populations differ by median compliance during the last second of stretching. (b) Box plots of compliance. The two populations are significantly \( p < 0.001 \) different from each other.
4.2. Mechanical phenotyping of populations

In order to sort a mixed cell population, first the homogeneous populations need to be characterized and relevant parameters extrapolated. We used the human promyelocytic leukemia cells HL-60, in one case treated with the cytoskeletal drug cytochalasin D, in the other case untreated, but with a fluorescent nuclear stain as a control. We expected the cells treated with the drug to be significantly more compliant than the untreated group due to the inhibition of actin polymerization in the cytoskeleton. 100 cells per group were sent through the microfluidic channel and optically stretched at the location of the optical trap. For each cell, we measured the elongation of the major axis over time and the cell area shortly before the stretch step via real-time analysis of the acquired images. The relevant parameters we extracted from the data were the major axis radius of the cell and the compliance \( J_{\text{med}} \) which corresponds to the median compliance during the last second of the stretch phase. Fig. 3 shows that the distribution of major axis radii is quite similar in both groups, while the distribution of compliance \( J_{\text{med}} \) clearly shows the mechanical difference between untreated and treated groups.

4.3. Sorting of mixed populations based on mechanical phenotyping

In order to demonstrate the proof of concept, \( i.e. \) that we are able to distinguish and actively sort single cells according to their mechanical phenotype, we decided on a specific parameter that characterizes a cell randomly selected from a mixed population of treated and untreated cells and sorts it into a group accordingly. The compliance distributions as previously specified were used to calculate a decision boundary \( J_B \) for the automated sorter based on Bayesian decision theory, which minimizes the sorting error to be expected due to the overlap of the compliance distribution functions. Assuming that the cost of each missorted cell is the same, \( J_B = 0.0402 \text{ Pa}^{-1} \) led to the minimized error of 9.37% wrongly sorted cells.

We then poured together treated and untreated cells in equal concentrations and proceeded to have them sorted automatically. This entails trapping a cell, turning off the flow, measuring the major axis elongation, comparing the calculated compliance to the boundary value, imaging the cells’ nuclear fluorescence for control purposes, turning off one laser for optical sorting of the cells and starting the flow again. This is all controlled by the LabView program. The compliance distribution and a confusion table can be found in Fig. 4. It appears as if the distribution of both types of cells differs from what was found during the preliminary experiments. The distribution of untreated cells appears more smeared out, with higher compliance values than expected, while the distribution of cytochalasin-D treated cells appears slightly shifted towards a lower compliance. This leads to the sorting error of 25.9% being larger than expected. We suspect that this might be due to the fact that cytochalasin-D induced disruption of actin networks is reversible within timescales of half an hour, which leads to the stiffening of the treated cells. During the experiment cytochalasin-D also diffuses from the treated cells into the medium, which also affects untreated cells, making them more compliant. This is the first demonstration of sorting of a mixed cell population by active characterization of the cells’ mechanical phenotype.

![Fig. 4 Mechanical sorting of cells. (a) Box plot of the compliance of a mixed cell population, additionally distinguished by fluorescence staining. The populations significantly \( p < 0.001 \) differ. (b) Compliance distribution of the mixed cell population. All cells with a compliance lower than the Bayesian cut-off \( J_B \) are classified as untreated, all higher as treated. The sorting result is compared to the actual distribution of treated and untreated \( i.e. \) unstained and stained, respectively \) cells, which overlaps. (c) The confusion matrix gives a visualization of the decision algorithm’s performance.](image)
5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a significant advancement in the capabilities of cell mechanics measurements using an optical stretcher. By careful choice of the design parameters, a robust, monolithic glass chip has been produced which is tolerant of misalignment during the fabrication process while still maintaining the critical alignment of the optical fibers required to produce a counterpropagating laser beam trap. The straightforward microfluidic connectors and accurate guiding of the fibres during insertion result in an easily set up optical stretcher which has capabilities beyond the previous state of the art MOS. Lithographic fabrication allows for complex microfluidic channel designs, while a smooth channel surface provides reasonably good imaging quality and allows for the use of fluorescence. The use of this design was demonstrated by successfully sorting cells by their mechanical fingerprint and simultaneous fluorescence detection.

Some problems still persist. First, the fabrication process itself is quite time-consuming. Then, due to the fabrication constraints, especially the wet etching, imaging quality is somewhat reduced compared to smooth glass slide channel surfaces, since the semi-circular flow channel distorts the halo of the cell in phase contrast imaging which is beneficial for analysis. Very small deformations cannot be as easily detected as in a rectangular channel. Additionally, the fact that the optical fibers are further away from the trap leads to a lower trapping efficiency, which means that more power is needed for trapping and stretching. Nonetheless, we believe that the advantages this chip design exhibits significantly outweigh the disadvantages. In addition to the experimental possibilities highlighted here, other types of experiment can be envisioned. Making use of the laminar flow, we can create steep chemical gradients that do not mix rapidly. A trapped cell can be pushed in and out of these regions and be subjected to different chemicals in between measurements. A cell can remain trapped in the center while a new solution flows in through the side channel and completely replaces the liquid surrounding the cell. Every single cell could be measured multiple times in different environments, giving new insights into the influence of the surroundings of suspension cells on their viscoelastic behavior. In future generations of this chip, even more accurate measurement of compliance could be done by measuring each cell’s refractive index and calculating the global geometric factor in real time. Characterization and sorting efficiency of cells might be improved by not limiting oneself to only the median compliance as a possible criterion of differentiation but by devising a range of parameters such as the slope of the compliance curve or the relaxation time after stretching, as well as non-mechanical parameters such as the refractive index of a cell, or fluorescence intensity as in fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS).

This study has been the first step towards a new device combining detailed viscoelastic characterization of single cells with sorting capabilities, adding marker-free mechanical phenotyping to the usual fluorescence-based flow cytometry.

A multitude of exciting new possibilities for biomedical applications can be envisioned.
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